Details of the articles Published in Journals:


Web of Science, Scopus, IF=.863


44. Devendra Kumar and Sanku Dey (2017). POWER GENERALIZED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION BASED ON ORDER STATISTICS.


48. Sophia D. Waymyers, Sanku Dey, and Hrishikesh Chakraborty (2017). A new generalization of the gamma distribution with application to negatively skewed survival data. COMMUNICATIONS IN STATISTICS—SIMULATION AND COMPUTATION. Web of Science, Scopus, IF=.50


**Invited Lectures:** Series of Lectures given in the Dept. of Statistics, Central University of Haryana, Mahendragarh, India from 30th January to 31st January, 2018.

**Conference/Seminar Attended:**


5. **Invited Talk** given at the International Seminar on “Climate Change Impact on Developing Countries” organised by Union Christian College, Umiam Khwan, Meghalaya, India on 15-17th October, 2015.
